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MECHANICS PLUS

A comfortable, high-dexterity performance work glove featuring a padded, one-layer synthetic suede palm 

with 4-way stretch nylon top of hand. The glove offers wonderful breathability and comfort and is designed 

for a wide variety applications where dexterity and comfort are a priority.

SKU # 06-3020-60 

SIZES:  S-2XL

   >   Touchscreen compatible – swipe and text with ease

   >   Padded, one-layer synthetic suede palm increases durability without sacrificing dexterity

   >   Directional top of hand fabric wicks away heat and moisture 

   >       Internal knuckle protection on top of hand

   >   Terry cloth thumb for wiping away sweat and debris

   >   Adjustable Velcro closure with ID tag 

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

Touchscreen Compatible

Terry Thumb

TRADESMAN PLUS

SKU # 06-3040-70 

SIZES:  S-2XL

   >   Touchscreen compatible – swipe and text with ease

   >   Double layer synthetic suede palm increases durability without sacrificing dexterity

   >           Directional top of hand fabric wicks away heat and moisture

   >     Internal knuckle protection on top of hand 

   >       Terry cloth thumb for wiping away sweat and debris

   >     Adjustable Velcro closure with ID tag

A dexterous and comfortable performance glove 
featuring a double layer of synthetic suede on the 
palm, fingers and thumb. The top of hand is made 
of a 4-way stretch nylon to promote comfort and 
breathability. Ideal for medium duty work where 
comfort and breathability are a priority. 

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

Durable performance work glove featuring  
shortened fingers and thumb for true fingertip 
dexterity. Ideal for assembly or handling nails, 
screws, wires and other small items.

Terry Thumb

SKU # 03-3110-80 

SIZES:  S-2XL

   >     Ultimate fingertip dexterity with shortened index, middle and thumb

   >     Directional top of hand wicks away heat and moisture

   >           Heavy duty non-slip palm reinforcement enhances grip and durability

   >     Reinforced non-slip saddle protects critical wear areas 

   >       Terry cloth thumb for wiping away sweat and debris

   >   Supportive cuff with adjustable Velcro closure

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

Terry Thumb

Ultimate Dexterity

CARPENTER PLUS

Touchscreen Compatible
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